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Electron temperatures have been evaluated using the
x^ray emission from plasmas created by irradiating a solid
Aluirinum target with a 500MW, 25nsec Nd laser. Studies of
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the x-ray eaission from the plasma at 5x10 W/cm using the
two foil absorption method indicated temperatures ranging
frcm 136 to 185eW. No suprathermal activity was detected for
the foil combinations used. Temperature was related to laser
flux density by the scaling factor C.404. Observed
temperature remained constant for cratering with up to 25
laser pulses fccused at the same spct. Preliminary
measurements indicated x-ray intensity was proportional to
P over the range 10 to 300 micrcns.
Initial work was completed on a vacuum phctodiode
useful fcr high resolution photon detection in the soft
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Continued improvements in the energy output and control
of pulsed laser systems has stimulated intensive theoretical
and experimectal interest in their use for the production
and study cf hot, dense microplasmas. Of the many areas of
research involving hot plasmas, the best known is the
possibility cf achieving controlled thermonuclear fusion by
means of laser heated plasmas. The temporal and spectral
emission distribution of soft x-rays from such plasmas,
while constituting an energy loss mechanism in fusion-type
experiments, can te used as a powerful tool in the study of
plasma electron temperature, energy distribution of
electrons and the development and origin of various
instabilities. Fusion studies are directed towards laser
heating cf lew nuclear charge(Z) fusionafcle materials. By
using high Z materials such as Aluminum, the emitted x-rays
become a source for irradiation and for determination of
energetic atcaic levels.
When a laser pulse of sufficient energy density and
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duration (>1C H/cm )[1] strikes a solid opague target, laser
light is arsorfced and blowoff material is removed frcm the
target surface. Ibe material removed consists of both
neutral particles and charged particles (electrons and ions)
which, wher considered as a dense cloud cf guasi-neutral
interacting icnized gas, is defined as a plasma. Further
heating takes place ty absorption of laser light in the
expanding plasma. This is accomplished through several
processes including the inverse Bremsstrahlung process which
involves afcscrpticn of a photon by a free electron which is
raised tc a tigher state in the continuum available tc it.
In this way plasmas can be readily heated tc temperatures in
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7excess of 10 °K which corresponds to approximately 100eV by
the relation, 1eV = 11,6000k.
Much of the energy which has been absorbed by the
plasma via the mechanisms of ionization and heating,
prcducticn cf fast particle groups and intense magnetic
field generation must subseguently be emitted as the laser
plasma expands. A limited portion of the incident energy
(usually < 1 5?) is emitted in the form cf continuum radiation
and the characteristic spectral lines cf the target
element's highly ionized states. Most of the radiant energy
has short wavelength (<100S) placing it in the lcosely
defined soft x-ray range, and the average energy cf the
phctcns corresponds roughly to the electron energy[2].
The ccrtinuum portion of the x-ray emission is a very
cseful tccl, when coupled with fcil absorption theory, for
determinaticn of plasma temperatures and anomalous heating
effects. Ike dependence of high-energy cutoff on
temperature allows determination of the high-energy
continuum wavelength distribution and hence, a rather
sensitive measurement of the plasma electron temperature.
The diagnostic technigues involved in the deconvoluticn of
plasma ten feiatures from x-ray emission will be the topic of
most of the discussion in following sections.
This study is the initial phase cf an NFS Elasma
Physics program tc establish a plasma x-ray diagnostic
facility capable of studying electron temperature behavior
particularly in the area of anomolous electron heating.
More specifically, it encompasses the design, manufacture,
calibration and implementation of x-ray detection eguipment
which car subsequently be employed in detailed studies of
early plasma temperature characteristics. In addition to
assembly cf experimental hardware, this report contains a
12

sunmary cf previous efforts in this area of research and a





X-ray emission from a plasma was first observed in 1930
by several research teams[3], but the first attempt tc put
the discovery to use in the evaluation of plasma parameters
such as density and temperature was not until 1936[4].
X-ray experimentation was restricted, however, by weak, low
tenperature spectra contaminated by impurities. These
conditions existed until the early 1960's when the advent of
high pcwer short pulse lasers provided a convenient source
for vacuus ultraviolet and soft x-radiaticn by irradiation
of targets. Kuch of the ensuing research in the field has
been devoted tc improving x-ray emission quality and
quantity, refining diagnostic techniques to obtain accurate
plasma temperature evaluations and discovering the existence
and origin ct instabilities.
Two such early studies, unrelated to laser work, are
considered the foundation of much of current developments.
The first is a paper by Jahoda[ 5 ] in 1960 concerning the
continuum radiation in the x-ray and visible regions from a
Theta-Einch (Scylla) plasma. This was the first electron
temperature measurement using the two foil absorption
technigue. This technique involves measurements cf the
continuun radiation passing through broadband filters
constructed from, thin metallic foils. A comparison cf the
intensities transmitted through foils of various materials
and varices thicknesses determines the wavelength
distribution cf the continuum intensity and, thereby, the
electron temperature. Considerable data was ccipiled
relating tc the x-ray absorption characteristics of
Berylliua (Be) , Alu iiinum (Al) , Nickel (Ni) and Carbon (C) whose
mass absorption coefficients as functions cf wavelength are
shown in figure 1. These absorption measurements yielded
14

inf ormaticn atcut the spectrum of incident x-rays by the
shape of the plot cf transmitted intensity versus absorber
thickness. Ire techniques and data continue to be cf use to
present day experimentalists.
The second significant accomplishment came in the form
cf two Naval Research Laboratory (NEL) reports by Elton[6,7].
These reports presented the calculations of the wavelength
distribution cf Bremsstrahlung continuum radiation per unit
wavelength interval in the soft x-ray spectral region
transmitted through various metallic filters. Also
calculated were the total integrated Bremsstrahlung
radiation passing through absorbing foils cf Be, Al, Ki and
C (and fcil combinations) for temperatures varying frcm 50
eV tc 10Ckev. This information is vital in obtaining values
for the electron temperature in a plasma from measurements
of the scft x-ray continuum emission.
The fcil absorption technique is still the most widely
used in teiperature determination, but an extension cf it
called the Bess Filter was suggested by Van Paassen[ 6 ] in
1S"71 for Z-finch devices and by Bernstein[9] in 1972 for
plasma fecus devices. The Ross filter is ideally suited to
plasma d€vices which exhibit random variations in intensity,
spatial distributions and spectral shape from pulse to
pulse. It consists of two identical detectors placed behind
twe x-ray absorbing foils made from adjacent elements en the
periodic chart. Thicknesses of the foils are adjusted to
achieve matched transmission for all x-ray energies except
the rarge between the K edges. This produces an
experimental x-ray spectrum directly and avoids having to
fit transnission measurements with theoretical transmission
values for ar assuned model. The highest K-edge available
is that cf Cranium at 116 KeV, which places an upper limit
on the energy range for the Ross filter system. Lower
Units are deterained by the difficulty in making uniform
15

fcils cf filter elements that will transmit measureable
amcunts cf x-radiation. Jchnson[10] designed a 15 channel
Hess filter system which considerably reduced data reduction
tine and produced a ten point energy spectrum ranginc from
4.5 to 116ke* for each x-ray pulse.
Much cf the early study of laser plasma electron
temperatures was directed towards confirmation that
reasonably accurate temperatures could indeed be estimated
frca x-raj irtensity emission. Targets for the laser pulses
were low Z materials such as Deuterium and Lithium which
were used in nuclear fusion research. X-ray intensities
were detected fcy scintillator-photomuitiplier combinations
placed rehind metal absorption filters. This form of
detection allows gocd time resolution (<10nsec) when x-ray
intensities are large. Response of the scintillator is
linear ever a wide wavelength range whose lower Unit is
approximately 6S. Output of the photomultiplier is directly
prcpcrticcal to the x-ray flux passing through the metal
foil.
One cf the first extensiens of the x-ray temperature
measuring technique was to demonstrate the relaticnship
between electrcn temperature and laser power incident en the
target, <f> . Early models based on a one dimensional flow
apprcximaticr involved the laser pulse duration, t, as shown
in relaticn 1,
1/2 1/4
T oc <j> t (1)
e
This mcdel is non-stationary in that temperature increases
with time as the plasma flews towards the incoming laser
light. It is unrealistic for long duration pulses because of




A more acceptable model was proposed by Bobin[ 1 1 ] and
ethers, fcr steady state situations where the laser pulse
duration is longer than the heating time of the plasma
(heating tine is of the order of r/v where r is focal spot
size and v is thermal flow velocity) . The resulting scaling
law is shewn in relation 2,
4/9 2/9
T oc <j> r (2)
e
where the ccrstant cf proportionality depends on the plasma
absorption ccefficient.
A simple limiting case of relation 2 assumes that
heating is lccalized to a plane of critical density and the
calculated plasma temperature is independent of assumptions
about the flew geometry. T becomes dependent on the two
e
thirds pewer cf laser flux density which is useful in
shewing the general distribution of energy in the spectrum.
When it became apparent that laser x-ray spectrcscopy
had established itself as a reliable diagncstic methed for
fusicn research, higher Z materials were substituted fcr the
traditional Ceuterium and Lithium. The new materials such
as Aluminum, Hagnesium and Iron had a much higher x-raj flux
density and effered the unigue advantage that the ionization
stages produced by the laser beam were already a reasonably
geed indicatcr of the electron temperatures reached in the
plasma. This spurred interest in laser-energy to x-ray
cccversicn efficiency led to a paper by Mallczzi[12]
descriting laser-generaxed plasmas as a source of x-rajs for
medical applications. In an effort tc produce high
rescluticn medical radiographs, x-ray conversion
efficiencies cf greater than 25% were reported for Nd laser
light focused cntc solid iron and copper targets. The
17

technique was to vaporize and ionize material near the fecal
11 2
spct ty a prepulse (1J, 10nsec,10 W/cm ) and heat the
14 2
resulting plasma by a main pulse (100J, 10nsec, 10 R/cm )
via the inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption process. For
medical radiographs of thin samples, the x-rays in the
vicinity of 1keV, which comprise the bulk cf the eaitted
spectrum, wculd te employed. For thicker samples to be
studied, the harder (though sparser) 2 to 20keV range would
be useful. She laser source with its short pulse width
wculd natch the resolution of conventional sources while
having the unique capability of arresting biological action
that night cccur with living samples being photographed.
Cenversien efficiencies in excess of 50% have been shewn to
be theoretically possible if the plasma can convert a
significant fraction of laser energy to x-rays in less than
1nsec so that little energy will be available to generate
strong magnetohydrodynamic motion£13]. Mallczzi's
experiment was significant in the field of plasma
tenperature diagnostics in that he developed an x-ray pipe,
similar tc a light pipe, capable of channelling soft x-rays
tc internal locations of the body without daiaging
intervening tissue. The device enhanced x-radiation
delivered on a line-of-sight path by a factor of 32. Curved
tube enhanceaent was about 8 times. These experiments lead
tc a class of x-ray pipe devices for enhancing the
depesitien cf plasma radiation en photographic film. Of
particular interest is an experiment by Lieber[ 1 4 ] whe has
used micrc-crannel plate (MC?) for collimating soft x-ray
images emitted by laser plasmas, thus significantly
increasing spatial resolution. While the extremely simple
pinhole camera is still the most popular for spatial
rescluticn, ccllimating devices are gaining in popularity
especially in areas where x-ray flux densities are very
18

United by laser, target or environmental considerations.
Solid state detectors for temporal resolution came into
use with the Bess filter systems[ 8,10 ] because of their fast
response tine, low voltage requirements and ease of
situating large numbers of detectors in confined spaces.
The silicon surface barrier detector and the diffused
junction detector are available for x-ray detection with the
latter siliccn PIN diode being the most popular because of
its greater sensitivity to high energy x-ray photons (>1
keV) . EIN diodes consist of an entrance window dead layer
of 0.3 tc 1.C microns (N), an active (depletion) layer cf 75
to 500 micrens (I) and a positive silicon layer (P). Upper
and lower energy detection limitations are determined ty the
thicknesses cf the active layer and dead layer respectively.
Fez production of one electrcn-hole pair in siliccn an
energy cf enly 3.6 eV is needed so that a linear response
can be expected in the soft x-ray regicn[15]. Surface
barrier detectors ought to be more sensitive to low energy
x-rays than EIN diodes because of their negligible dead
layers. However, even the thinnest K-edge absorption
filters are toe thick to allow exploitation of this
potential advantage.
X-ray diagnostics could be very useful in the study of
laser ccupression fusion, where the time response cf plasma
parameters tc shaped laser pulses has a subnancsecond
resolution scale, if a suitable detector were available.
Key[16] censtructed such a detector in the fcrm of an x-ray
vacuum phctcdiode capable cf a resolution of I.Onsec
ccmcared to scintillator-photomultiplier or semiconductor
diode resolution times of 2 to 5nsec. The vacuum diode was
cylindrical with a central anode biased at 3000V surrcunded
by a cathede and the intervening space evacuated tc chamber
- 5
pressure (10 Torr) . One end of the cylindrical structure
19

was covered with the absorption foil while the signal and
high voltage leads were connected to the other end. Several
layers cf BF screen and insulation completed the
sucerstrccture. The diode had an absolute guantum efficiency
of 3055 and a response time of LOnsec. Following the basic
design cited by Key, a similar type diode will be
ccDStructed as part of the NFS diagnostic program.
Assuiing a Maxwellian velocity distribution, radiation
frcB a flasma is thermal in nature resulting from
Eiemsstrahlurg and recombination. There is, however, a
peculiarity cf flasma x-radiation demonstrated by the
phenomenon cf supratherial electrons which creates abEcrmal
spikes in tte x-ray emission spectrum[ 17 ]. The non-thermal
radiation frcm a plasma brought about by these fast
electrons causes deviation from electron temteratures
calculated under the assumption of a Maxwellian velocity
distribution. Figure 2 shows the x-ray intensities passing
through Beryllium and Aluminum foils of different
thicknesses. The two solid lines indicate temperatures of
2keV and O.SkeV calculated by assuming a Maxwellian
distribution . They are straight lines on a semi-log plot
with a negative slcpe as predicted by theory. The curve of
measured values indicates, not a single temperature, but
ten feratuies varying from 500eV to approximately 2keV
(extrapolated to an extreme point en the graph) . This means
5
that the x-ray emission is enhanced up to a factor of 10 at
the high erergy end of the measured interval (15keV). If
the laser energy is lower, the calculated curve is shifted
to the left and long wavelength x-radiaticn can no longer
penetrate the thinnest foils. The enhancement effect then
dcoinates tte entire measuring range and simulates toe high
temperatures[ 18]. Thus anomalous temperatures from x-ray




Suprathermal electrons were noticed in experimerts as
early as 1S68[19] and have been attributed to several
possible causes including growing-mcde or cscillaticg two
stream instability 20], core-corona decoupling£ 21 ] and
parametric interaction between plasma and light (parametric
icn-accustic instabilities) [ 17, 18,22-24 ]. Although the
mechanise fcr production of suprathermal electrons is not
fully understood, it is widely believed that the cause
originates in the ion-acoustic instability.
The ioc-acoustic instability is initiated as ions form
a uniform background for electrons oscillating coherently
and colliding in the local light field. As the electron and
ion fluids, are heated, they begin to oscillate independently
in the arsence of external fields. Ions oscillate at the
ion-acoustic freguency and electrons oscillate at the
electron plasma freguency. The strong electromagnetic field
of the laser beam couples the two oscillations by means of
the space charges which are created. In the neighborhood of
the plasaa frequency, ion and electron fluctuations of
suitable wavelengths may be driven unstable. This results
in the distortion of the Maxwellian electron distrihution
and the generation of groups cf fast particles (suprathermal
electrons) . Ihe energy of the unstable waves is then
converted into thermal energy by collisiocal and landau
damping[ 18 ].
Nisbikawa[ 19 ] established the basic formulation for
determining the onset of parametric instabilities. Ee was
able to derive simple model eguations for the coupliEg of
twe waves due to the presence ot a third wave with large
amplitude. fihen certain plasma parameters are known, the
eguatiens are able to predict an approximate value fcr the




condition. For a Kd laser with plasma density 10 cm , and
electron temperature 150eV f the threshold laser power
13 2
density is approximately 1.5x10 W/cra .
At the NPS Flasma Physics facility, McKee[25],
determined theoretically the relationship between laser flux
and plasma temperature by using a computer code tc solve
numerically eguations 4.49 and 4.51 of reference 1 for
irradiation cf a 5 mil thick mylar foil with a 30QHW, 25nsec
full width at half maximum (FHHM) Nd laser pulse. The
maximum temperature obtained was approximately 100eV which
occurred several nanoseconds after arrival of the maximum
laser intensity at the target. The model used did not
include the effects cf background pressure which influences
the plasma eipansicn dynamics. This is a result of incident
laser energy ioDi2ing the ambient gas background creating a
plasma-plasma imteraction.
A continuation of McKee's work by Eird[26] with an
emphasis en expansion of the plasma into various background
pressures shewed the development of reverse magnetic fields
attributed tc the creation of an axial electron temperature
gradient at the plasma front due to sncwplowing cf the
ambient plasma. The magnetic field was predicted to scale as
the cube root cf the ambient plasma density.
An attempt will be made in this study tc experimentally
ccr.firm the maximum temperature/laser pulse relationship
predicted ty KcKee and to determine the scaling relation
that exists between the ambient background pressure and the




A. LASZfi EHEBGY AESOBPTION
An intense laser light pulse incident on a target
couples with the target material. If the target is
sufficiently opaque then it can be assumed there is no
transmission. All of the energy is either absorted or
reflected where reflection is initially governed by optical
reflectivity. Absorption occurs through a coupling of light
with the target material. Photon energy is converted into
thermal and mechanical energy and the plasma is initiated.
Free electrons are initially produced by an as yet
unknown mechanism. Since the laser light photon energy
(h^ = 1.17e\ for Nd laser) is less than the ionization energy
+
of the atoms (5.98eV for Al ), direct photoicnization cannot
occur and ether possible mechanisms have teen suggested:
multiphctcn icnization (absorption of 6 photons in this
case) , stimulated Eaman effect, easily ionized impurities,
surface effects, or ionization due to scattered ultraviolet
light frca the laser flash lamps. The absorption process is
thus divided into two stages, the production of the initial
ionization and the subsequent cascade by which the
ionizaticn grows. The avalanche process in which a single
light quantun is absorbed by a free electrcn in the field of
a heavy icn cr atom (to conserve momentum) is called inverse
Ereasst rahlucg. This is equivalent to the resistive damping
of the laser light wave due to electron-ion collisions^ 27 ].
The free electrons with increased energy ionize other atoms
and the target surface at the focal spot is rapidly
transformed into an ionized absorbing plasma even in the
initial stages of interaction when a negligible amount of
the pulse energy has been delivered.
23

Energy flux is absorbed in the plasma ever a distance I




where 1 is the incident laser energy flux and K in invers<
centimeters is the absorption coefficient given by[ 1 ]
8 3 2 1/2 3
K = 2.69x1C (Z n /T v ) {1-exp (-hl//kl ) } (4)
e e
-3
n and n are ion and electron densities in cm in a plasma
i e
of average charge Z and temperature T in electron vclts, V
e
is the laser frequency, c is the velocity of light, e is
electronic charge, m is electron mass, h is Fiances
ccrstant and k is Eoltzmann's constant. The term
1-exp (-hiykT )
e
accounts for losses by stimulated emission.
If the plasma frequency is close tc the laser light
frequency then the classical absorption length of a plasma
is
1 8 3/2
L = 5x10 T /n (5)
e
where 1 is in microns. For a plasma temperature cf 100eV
20 -3
and density 10 cm , L is 50 microns. Efficient heating
24

requires that the plasma absorbs light throughout its
characteristic dimension, L . If L is greater than L then
P P
the plasaa becomes transparent to a portion of the incident
laser light and energy will be lost; if L is much less than
L then enregy is dumped mostly at the surface acd the
F
plasma will net be heated uniformly.
Laser radiation cannot propagate at plasma densities
higher than the critical density defined as
2 2
n = mu /U7re (6)
c
where the optical freguency u must be greater than the
plasma fieguencv U . For the Nd laser (X=1.G6/im) the critcal
E
21 -3
density cf the plasma is 10 cm . Concentrations cf free
electrons beyend this density will cause reflections of
incident light. It is, however, desirable tc have a layer
cf electron density as close as possible tc n in order to
c
maximize the absorption coefficient
Absorbed energy goes primarily into electron kinetic
energy. 2he time for eguilibration transfer of absorbed
energy frcm electrons to ions is cf the order[ 1 ]
3/2 2




where T is in °K and n is in cm . InA is apprcxinately
€ e
10 for a wide range of plasma parameters and A is the atomic
weight cf the ions. For an Aluminum plasma (A=27, Z=3) of
6 2C -3
temperature 10eV (1=1. 16x10 °K) and density 10 cm ,
eguilibraticc time is
-12
t = 10 seconds
e
The duration cf the Nd laser pulse is approximately SOnsec
with a IfcHM of 25nsec. The plasma, therefore, is heated
during the laser pulse of approximately
-8
t a 5x10 seconds
P
and the tine for an electron to relax to the equilibrium
Maxwellian distribution is short (t <<t ) . Thus the plasma
e p
temperature and electron temperature are approximately equal
and acst cf the properties of the absorption and emission
can be described by the parameter T , the electron kinetic
e
teiif erature . For pulses approaching picosecond duration the
electrcn-icn energy transfer process cannot be regarded as
instantaueou s.
Flasna motion after the initial phctcicnizaticn can be
described by a hydrodynamic flow in which mass, energy and
mcaientum are conserved. The various zones of interaction
illustrated in Figure 3 are: (1) is the laser light
absorption zone with density of the rapidly expanding clasraa
26

cloud increasing towards the highly absorbing slab at F
where election density equals the critical density. New
material is ionized at P to sustain the plasma. (2) is the
zcne where the plasma density is that of the shock
compressed sclid and heating is by heat conduction. The
pressure at f initiates a compression wave which travels
with its shock front S into the target to conserve momentum.
(3) is the undisturbed solid.
Free electrons in a Maxwellian velocity distribution
lose their energy by inelastic collisions with ions, 1, of
positive charge, z, via ionization and excitation,
e + X —- e + e + X (ionization) (8)
z z+1
*
e X —-e+X (excitation) (9)
z z
and bj the radiation processes: Eremsstrablung,
recombination and line transitions.
e + X —* e+X + hi/ (Bremsstrahlung) (10)
z z
e + X —* X + hv (recombination) (11)
2+1 z
*
I —- X + hv (line) (12)
z z
The inverses of these are inverse Eremstrahlung,
phctoicni2aticn and photo-excitation[ 28 ]. Consideration of




B. ELASMA X-EAY EMISSION
Energy which has been absorbed by a target must be
converted tc new forms or emitted as electromagnetic
radiatioc so that conservation laws will apply. Radiation
frci the plasma is both continuum and line, and when the
plasma energy is high enough, wavelengths cf interest fall
in the x-ray region. The term x-ray, as used here, refers
to the electromagnetic spectral region where wavelengths are
less than IOCS. Soft x-rays with low penetrative power fall
in the approximate region 100X to 11. From Figure U this
can be converted tc the energy band of about 100eV to 10keV.
X-rays generated in high-energy laser plasmas ha\»e the
csual Eremsstrahlung and recombination continua of icnized
gases at lower energies and line emission similar to the
type usually viewed in the optical spectrum. Examination of
the radiative processes in the x-ray region is therefore not
a new spectroscopic technique. It is merely an extension of
well known methods into a high energy region of the spectrum
in order to determine plasma properties.
The extension cf diagnostics for high temperature
plasmas into the x-ray region is essential for obtaining
ccnplete spectroscopic information. This is made apparant
by considering the wavelength of the maximum in the
intensity distribution of a Black-Body radiator. This is
related to temperature by Wien's displacement law
X I = 0.29 [cm °K] (13)
m
5 6 7
At temperatures cf 10 , 10 and 10 °K, the radiation
spectral intensity maximum appears at 2S0, 29 and 2.9&,




temperatures greater than 10 °K. The black-body thecry is
an incorrect assumption for a plasma since it will radiate
in this ianner only for frequencies at which the absorption
length is less than the plasma dimensions^ 1 ]. The rate of
radiation would obey the Stefan-Boitzmann law
2
E = <7T [W/cm ] (14)
.12
where o is the Stefan-Eoltzmann constant (5.67x10
2 4 7 1
€ 2
W/cm °K ) . At a temperature of 10 °K, E is 5.67x10 w/cm
which is a much larger amount of energy than the plasaa can
support. Badiation intensities from a plasma are much less
than this fcr the temperature indicated (i.e. less than the
incident laser energy density) but the Black-bcdy theory is
useful in indicating the approximate spectral location of
the peak intensity regardless cf its magnitude. It applies
tc the optically thick situation where radiation frcm the
interior does not get out. A better radiation model would
be a Grey Bcdy distribution for which the emissivity is much
less than cne while the distribution retains the
characteristic Black Eody shape. This model is valid fcr an
abscrpticn length greater than or comparable with the plasma
characteristic length.
Line radiaticn in a plasma occurs for electron
transiticcs between discrete or bound energy levels of
multiply charged ions from heavier elements. Lighter
elements such as Hydrogen and Helium are usually completely
stripped in a high temperature plasma resulting in no line
radiaticn. Intensity of line radiaticn frcm highly icnized




I = (H7T) A h n 6 (15)
L kn zn
where A is the transition probability, n is the ion
kr zn
density in guantum level n and 6 is the thickness cf the
optical layer. If a Ecltzmann distribution could be assumed
between upper and lower states, the ion density could be
easily calculated and an accurate value for I would result.
L
This is act the case, however, since thermal equilibrium
rarely exists between the ground state and the excited
state. A rough calculation of line intensity can be
achieved by assuming that transitions from lower states
dcninate the radiation and by applying approximate ion cross
sections. Summation over all transitions can be omitted if
it is further assumed that most radiation occurs in the
resonance lire, leaving the relation,
3/2 -1/2
I oc n n (E ) (kT ) exp (-E /kT ) (16)
L z 1 e e e n x e
where E is the excitation of the resonance line.
Temperature diagnostics becomes difficult at this point
b€cause cf the interdependence cf density and electron
temperature. A further complication is broadening of
rescnance peaks by Dcppler and collision mechanisms.
The ultimate result of these compounding approximations
and inaccuracies is that information about electron
teaperature via the absolute intensity in the center cf an
optically thick resonance line rarely leads to correct
values. This is the case in spite cf the preferred
exponential temperature dependence in equation 16. Elasma
electron temperatures are most frequently arrived at through
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continuun diagnostics which tend to be more reliable.
Further discussion of line radiation will be confined to its
relation to plasna impurities.
The shape and intensity of the x-ray continuum spectrum
due to transitions within a given ionic state are determined
ty the interaction of the following transitions:
(I)FBEE-IBEB TBANSITIOHS are the result of
acceleration cf electrons due to scattering by the
Coulomb fields of other charged particles (usually
ions) . Since the initial and final states cf the
electron are continuous/ the subseguent Eremsstrahlung
(braking radiation) is also continuous. Intensity is
dependent en the square of the nuclear charge (Z 2 ) .
(2) ECOHE-EBEB IBABSITIONS are produced by radiative
capture cf an electron and the subsequent emission of
a photon. These transitions also give rise to a
continuous spectrum but with absorption/emission edges
at wavelengths corresponding to the appropriate
ionization potentials. This radiation spectrum has
essentially the same shape as the Eremsstrahlung
spectrum, but the recombination spectrum dominates at
short wavelengths due to its intensity dependence en
the fourth power of nuclear charge (Z*)
.
(3) BCOHE-ECOMD TBAHSITIOHS characterize electron jumps
between energy levels of the same ionic state. The
discrete nature of initial and final states results in
line radiation. The intensity of this radiation is
dependent on the sixth power of nuclear charge (Z 6 )
and censeguently , it predominates at the frequencies
at which it occurs.
These radiative transitions are illustrated in figure
31

5 for the radiation spectrum of a hydrogen plasma
contaminated by 2% oxygen. If impurities are present in the
target material (e.g. high Z elements like oxygen)
,
recombination and line radiation obscure the free-free
radiation, particularly near the short wavelengths where
excitaticc erergies of the higher Z ions are of the order of
kT . Equation 16 shows that as E approaches kT frcm the
e n 1 e
high side, I becomes increasingly large. Per a 1 keV plasma
containing enly 15? oxygen ions with cne remaining electron
(C , Z=8) line radiation is approximately 300 times the
VIII
minimum Eremsstrahlung radiation. If steady-state ionization
*ere reached by completely stripping the Oxygen iens, the
Eremsstrahlurg radiation would increase only by a factor of
3 at 1.5kev. Aside from snail effects due to the Gaunt
iactor, recombination radiation has the same spectral shape
as Eremsstrahlung, except for low frequency cutoffs when the
energy of the emitted guantum equals an ionization energy of
the emitting ion. The reaction rate for each of the two
transitions is a function of temperature and density but the
role of each process varies considerably for different
temperatures and different spectral regions. As a result of
the complicated nature of electron temperature/radiation
intensity dependence, radiation intensity ever certain
spectral ranges can be only a weak function of temperature.
However, the absolute intensity of those same spectral
ranges can be used to determine density even if minimal
temperature information is available. Elasma density is
most readily measured in the visible spectral range where
-1/2
the temperature dependence reduces to T . The strong
e
exponential dependence of the spectrum in the neighborhood
of the short wavelength cutoff implies that the most




Bremsstiahlung and recombination transitions with
Maxwellian velocity distributions exhibit emission
coefficients which are functions of plasma density, nuclear
charge, election temperature and the Gaunt factor for each
respective transition. The Bremsstrahlung spectrum
increases without limit in the long wavelength direction.
The Maxwellian assumption can be made because in the process
of electrons radiating, the time between emissions is
usually longer than the time between collisions with other
electrons. The high collision rate presumes a near
Maxwellian distribution function. Emission coefficient for
Ereasstrahlucg radiation (per unit frequency interval per
unit voluae cf plasma in a solid angle 47T) is
I (|/) = AZ n n g (E /kT ) exp{-hj//kT } (17)
ff ieffHe e
where g is the Gaunt factor for the free-free transitions,
-40 3
A is a nuaerical factor equal to 1.7 x 10 erg cm , n and
i
n are icr ard electron densities and E is ionization
e B
energy cf Eydrogen (13.53eV). The Gaunt factor represents
the departure cf the guantum-mechanical calculation frcm the
classical result and is averaged over the Maxwellian
velocity distribution at the electron temperature T . It
e
varies between 1.39 and 1.16 for T between 100eV anc 5keV
a
and apprcacfces 1.103 at higher temperatures. As a first
approximation, g is usually set equal to 1.
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I (A) = 1-Sx10 Z n n g X (kl ) exp (-hc/XkT ) (18)ff 1 e ff e e
Total radiated Bremsstrahlung power is obtained by
integrating this over all wavelengths,
-3a i/2 2
E = 1.5x10 (kT ) ' g n n Z (19)
ff e ff e i
where T is in electron volts,
e
The coefficient for free-free radiation is proportional
to continuum intensity which produces a maximum at
X = hc/kT (20)
e
For long uavelengt fcs (X»hc/kT ) in the visible range, the
e
spectral shape loses its strong exponential dependence en T
e
but retains its T relation. However, for short
e
wavelengths ( X<hc/kT or hi/>kT ) , the spectral shape is
e e
strcngly teaperature dependent through the deninant
exponential term. When hi/>>kT , the logarithm of the
e
spectral distributuion of a continuous spectrum is
essentially a staight line whose slope is given by electron




gucted in electron volts). This method of determining T is
e
widely used in experiments where x-radiation is due to
Breasstrahlutg of thermal electrons. A complicating
feature, however, is the need for having reliable
informaticE en which part cf the election density is
responsible fcr the temperature. If the distribution of
particles is rather complicated, the electron temperature,
as deterained from the shape of the continuous spectruir, may
cnly apply tc a small fraction of the plasma being studied.
Frequency dependence of the recombination emission from
electron capture into completely stripped iocs is
approximately comparable to free-free emission in the
classical limit. The comparison is made after disregarding
guantua aechanical corrections tc the classical model and
discontinuities in the emission spectrum at frequencies
corresponding to the ionization potential of the final
state. The emission coefficient of the radiation due to
reccmbinaticn for a level with a principle quantum numter K
per unit volume of plasma in a solid angle 47T per unit
fieguency interval is
3/2 2 -I
I (I/) =0n.n (E AT ) ' g (E. /E ) K N
rt 1 e H e fb lK B
X exp{(E - hi/)} (21)
iK
where E is the ionization potential of the target element
iK
or impurity. If the K shell is simple, then the number of
2
empty sites, H, is equal to 2K . Expressing E in terms of
iK




E = (-13.58Z )/K (22)
XK
allows eGLaticn 21 to te reduced to
-3 3/2
I U C) s jJz n.n g K (E /ki )fb i e rb He
X exp{ (E - hi/)/kT } (23)
iK e
The fourth power of nuclear charge indicates that free-bound
radiation dcninates at short wavelengths for plasmas whose
components have ionization potentials near kl .
e
For a composite spectrum comprising only Eremsstrahlung
and reccmtinaticn continua, spectral intensities are
strongly temperature dependent. If the spectral region is
far enough into the short wavelength region where
recombination series limits are not a hindrance and if there
are negligible impurities, then accurate temperatures can be
estimated from x-ray intensities emitted from a plasma. Tnis
region is celow 14.21 for the example in Figure 1. At
longer wavelengths approaching the visible region, it is
clear from eguation 17 that as A increases, V decreases
causing (-hi//kO; ) to become small. Hence the exponential
e
approaches 1 and the emission coefficient becomes
(v) = fiZ n.n g (E /kT )
'
(24)
ff r l e ff H e
but shoys re spectral dependence on T [29]. Thus in the
e




afcsolute intensity of emission if n.Z can he determined
The mechanism for deconvolution of electron




C. PLASMA IJUEEEATURE FROM CONTINUUM INTENSITY
The acst popular and least complicated methcd of
determining reasonably accurate plasma temperatures is to
measure the relative transmission through absorption filters
of twc cr icre thicknesses. Since absolute intensities of
continuous radiation depend directly on electron densities
(eguaticn 28), temperature, which appears in the
exponential, can best be obtained from relative measurements
cf the ccnticucus radiation at different wavelengths.
If eguaticn 18 is reduced to the form
I (A) = I (A) exp{-E/kI } (25)
o e
where E is the x-ray photon energy, it can be seen froii the
exponential that for electron temperatures in the area of
10CeV there is a rather rapid intensity decrease for s-rays
in the 1keV range.
KA) = I (A) exp{-10CC/100} = U.5x10~ I (A) (26)
o o
This neat cutoff pcint which is highly temperature dependent
is the rasis fcr extracting sensitive temperature
measurements frcm high-energy continuum wavelength
distributions.
The position of the cutoff can te varied artificially
by placing ar absorption filter in front of the x-ray
continuui detector. Among all the characteristics of
x-radiaticn, the best known experimentally are the mass
absorption coefficients as a function cf wavelength and
abscrber oaterial, shewn in Figure 1 for several materials.
Materials used in the soft x-ray range are usually Be, Al,
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Ni and C tecause of their relatively high transmissior and
freedom frci an abundance of absorption edges at the desired
wavelengths. Filters determine the electron temperature
from the slope of the x-ray continuum, when no lines are
present in the wavelength region and when an exponential
decay of the continuum is expected. Figure 6 shoss the
K-edge cutoff for 5 and 15 micron ftl lies at 82 and
transmits mainly soft radiation whereas a thicker Be foil
would trarsnit harder radiation because of its lack of a K
absorption edge. Cutoff energy for an absorber can be
determined frcm the relation[ 18 ]
(27)
where d is the abscrber thickness and Kv is the freguency
dependent akscrpticn coefficient defined by
-14 -3
Z E g n (28)y fi ii
K
v
has units of inverse centimeters when E is in electron
vclts. The cutoff energy, E , is the energy at which
c
-I
transmission is reduced by a factor of e
The Erensstrahlung spectrum for a specific temperature
which penetrates a foil of thickness d is a product cf the
emission fucction (equation 18) and the exponentially






I (X) = 1.Sx10 Z n n g X <kT )
i e ff e
x exp{(-E/kT ) - £K d } (29)
e j j j
where E is the photon energy (hc/X) . Summation of various
absorber materials and thicknesses is permitted. Eguation
29 has beer solved numerically by computer for a rarge of
foil thickresses, various foil materials, and several
electron temperatures[5-7 ]. A typical set of curves for
Aluminum clotted bj Elton using the NHL NABEC computer is
shewn as Fiacres 2 through .23 of reference 7. Foil
2
thicknesses in equation 29 are in mg/cm . These can be
converted tc inches using the graphical conversion of Figure
7.
Ihe curves of relative Bremsstrahlung emission versus
wavelength are extremely useful in cheesing foils for
viewing specific spectral regions and for masking off line
radiation from impurities. Minute amounts of Oxygen (0 and
v
) for example will produce copious amounts of radiation
vl
in the 15C tc 170& region. Ni foil which is essentially
opaque at 15 Ol will serve to determine if these impurity
elements are a protlem.
If the integration of the transmission function in
eguation 29 is performed over photon energy, E, a plot could
be made of Eremsstrahlung transmission (normalized tc d=0)
versus foil thickness for various electron temperatures.
The energy flux received by the detector is essentially
?(d) = ©/*exp{-(E/kT ) - Kd} dE (30)
U0

where S accounts for all the factors left out in the
transiticr ficm equation 29. Between absorption edges, K
varies as E frcm equation 28. Rewriting eguation 30 as
OB
F(y) = efs(E) exp{-K(E)y} dE (31)
o
where S (I) is the spectral distribution function I minus
ff
seme constants which are lumped into &, and substituting in
fcr K(E) results in the energy detected behind thickness y
F(y) = y/s(E) exp{-E y} dE (32)
o
*/ is a ccnsclidation of constants from equation 26 with
these in &. lie thickness y has been substituted for d for
ease of nctaticn in formulae. Differentiating both sides
with respect tc y fields
d?(y)/dy = -y/s<E)/y{E y exp (-E y) } dE (33)
o
For each fcil thickness y there is a cuteff energy S
y
determined tj eguaticn 27 at which the term
-3 -3
E y exp (-E y)
has a sharp naximun. Therefore at that energy, equation 33
can be approximate d by
dF(y)/dy =




This eguaticr written in the form
S(E ) =
-f {dF(y)/dy}y (35)
provides a transition from a plot of S(E ) versus X f cr a
y
specific temperature and thickness, to a plct of F (y) (which
has been integrated over photon energy) versus foil
thickness y , as illustrated in Figures 24 through 29 of
reference 7. Graphs of F (y) versus y can be used to cbtain
values fcr ratios cf intensities transmitted through two
different fcil thicknesses at different temperatures,
resulting in a plot of two foil transmission ratio versus
electrcn tenperature. Experimentally obtained transmission
ratios can te applied to this curve to pick off a plasma
electron temperature from the abscissa.
Trarsni£sion curves for the Brensstrahlung spectrum may
be combined to yield the transmission through multiple fcil
layers. However, integrated relative intensities versus
fcil thickness cannot be easily combined and curves must be
plotted fcr each specific ratio.
A superficial acquaintance with x-ray measuring
techniques often leads to the erroneous conclusion that it
is a straightforward matter to interpret data obtained by
sinple measurements. A unique analysis, however, can cnly
be carried cut if sufficiently precise data is available on
the shape cf the spectrum and the radiation energy, in
absolute units. Determination of electrcn temperature
through the lean energy of photons passing through filters
leaves a wide margin for error if recombination radiation
due to impurities is not considered. A small amount of
Oxygen (usually the most prevalent impurity) , some of which
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may be fully icnized, can produce recombination radiation
which exceeds the bremsstrahlung radiation in the energy
range 900 to 10C0eV by several orders of magnitude.
Measurements with filters of Al and Ee would yield a
temperature cf the order of 1keV whereas the actual
temperature is only several tens of electron volts. This
obviously is cause for extreme caution to be exercised in






The laser used tc produce plasmas in this temperature
investigation was a Korad K-1500 Neodymium-doped glass
Q-switched laser system. The basic components of the 8-1500
system were the Korad K-1Q Q-spoiled laser retrofitted for
Nd-glass lasirg rod application, the K-QS2 Pockels Cell
assembly with associated shutter electronics used for
Q-switching, and the Korad K-2 laser head with flash-lamp
firing electronics and fire sigDal delay circuit. Expansion
optics were reguired to expand and collimate the K-1Q
oscillator pulse from the 0.5 inch diameter oscillator rod
so that it would couple with the 0.75 inch diameter red of
the K-2 aaplifier. The fire signal delay circuit
synchronized the arrival time of the K-1Q pulse at the K-2
head as naxiiiun population inversion was attained in the K-2
lasing material. A complete description of the laser system
is available in reference 30.
Energy cutput of the system for various phases of the
experiment ranged from 3 tc 13. 5J . Pulse duration was
consistently 25nsec (EWHM) giving an output power level
range of 12C to 540MW. Shot to shot energy variation at all
levels within the operating range was approximately 10% of
the nominal setting.
3. IASEE 2JCN11CBING TECHNIQUES
The laser pulse was monitored with a Korad K-C1 rapid
response planar diode which provided a signal proportional
tc the laser power. It also integrated this signal to
provide an output which was proportional to the laser
energy. About ^% of the laser output beam was reflected by a
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quartz beam splitter to a MgC diffusing block for viewing by
the K-D1 as a point source whose intensity attenuated as
-2
fi . Scattered light frcm the diffuser was passed through a
0.1% neutral density filter befcre entering the photociode.
The power signal from the photodiode was displayed on a i
Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope. This signal was used to
determine the full width at half maximum amplitude (FWHM)
duration of the laser pulse. Peak output power was
determined tj dividing laser energy by the FwfiM duration. No
variation in FWHM duration of the power signal was observed
during the period cf experimentation.
Energy cutput of the laser, at a point immediately
after the pulse had passed through the bean splitter, was
displayed cc a Tektronix 564B storage oscilloscope. The
phctodicde energy signal was calibrated by flcKee[25] using a
Westinghccse EN-1 Laser Radiometer placed to interrupt the
laser pulse passing through the beam splitter. The
radiometer provided an absolute measure of the energy cf the
laser pulse beyond the beam splitter which allowed
calibration cf the voltage reading en the storage
oscilloscope. Energy output was monitored en every shot
because cf its peer reproducibility.
Energy less through the focusing lens at the vacuum
chamber was estimated from a transmission curve to ke 5*.
The loss through tie chamber window was measured using a
Eeckman spectrophotometer and found to be 2Q% for a
wavelength cf 1.C6 microns. These losses necessitated
reducing the energy reading on the storage oscilloscope by a
further 241. ihe energy range mentioned in section a was
reduced tc ar experimental variation of abcut 90 to 41CMI.
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C. INTERACTION CHACBEB AND TARGET
The laser pulse was focused by a Hoya, coated camera
lens, effective diameter 49mm and power of +3 diopters,
through a 3ma guartz vacuum chamber window en to the surface
of a sclid target. The vacuum chamber was originally
constructed by HcKee[ 25 ] to facilitate the use of magnetic
probes. The inside volume of the chamber was cylindrical
with a ciaaeter of 25cm and a height of 15cm. Chamber
dimensions ard target positioning are shown in Figure 8. All
ports are circular.
For all temperature measurements, the chamber was
-5
evacuated tc approximately 2x10 Torr of air by an oil
diffusion puap, the description and operation of whict are
detailed in reference 31. The portion of this experiment
reguiring an ambient background pressure were conducted by
-6
first evacuating the chamber to 10 Torr and then
introducing Nitrogen gas through a needle valve to pressures
varying frca 20 to 4000 microns.
The laser bean was focused to a spot size of 127±17
microns radius at top dead center of the circular front
surface of the target. Path of incidence was 30 degrees from
normal. Ihe original intent of the incident angle Has to
pernit close orientation of magnetic probes with the targets
surface while avoiding interaction with the laser pulse. The
angle also eliminates feed back into the laser system due to
reflection from the target's surface which prevents
relaxation oscillations being set up between the target and
ether reflecting surfaces in the amplifier chain. Focusing
was achieved by simulating the Nd laser beam with a
Helium-Necn laser and observing the spot on the plane
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surface cf the target. Because of the longer wavelength of
the Nd laser the separation between the fecal planes cf the
Nd and He-Ne wavelengths was approximately 0.5mm[27]. This
change was compensated for by focusing the He-Ne beam en the
target surface and then advancing the lens bj 0.5mm. This
method is accurate to ±1mm.
The tarcet for all phases of experimentation was a
flat, pclisted disc of Aluiinum 6mm thick and 6cm in
diameter. The target surface was prepared under vacuum
imnediately prior to taking data by illuminating it with
laser pulses which were focused by a +2 dicpter lens. The
target was rotated after each preparation shct. This form of
cleaning *as intended to remove contaminants and oxides from
the Alumirui surface.
D. DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS
X-ray emission from the laser generated plasia was
.detected by twe semiconductor diodes in probe mountings
placed symmetrically in a horizontal plane with their axes
at 7 degrees frcm the normal to the target surface (see
Figure S) . The acceptance angles of the detector windows
were defined by circular apertures of diameter 0.8cm located
17cm frcm the fecal region of the target.
1. Probe Assembly
An exploded view of a single probe assembly is shewn in
Figure 1C. It consists of an aperture, light seal gaskets
and filter retaining ring, a filter holder body, a light
shield, a detector, and a N-type to BNC adapter. The
aperture was fastened to the filter holder body with four
machine screws. The K-edge filter was sandwiched between a
necprene gasket in the aperture and a filter retaining ring
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which pressed tightly against the filter holder. A second
larger neoprene gasket around the periphery of the aperture
further ensured light-tight contact of the filter against
tfce filter holder. The filter holder had six holes drilled
radially cd its circumference to provide for vacuum pumpout.
The two piece light shield provided baffling to prevent
light frcm entering the detector through the pumpout holes.
Interior surfaces were finished in matte black enamel. The
frcnt half of the light shield screwed onto the filter body
and the assembly in turn screwed into the detector assembly
which consisted of a PIN diode and BNC adapter. The rear
half of the light shield slipped ever the rear cf the
assembled portion and formed a press fit, O-ring connection
with the frcrt light shield. The filter was positioned away
frca the detector to reduce fluorescence radiation effects
frcm high Z filter materials.
The twe probe assemblies were press fit fastened to two
vacuum bulkhead ENC connectors mounted at angles cf 7
degrees frcm normal to a 1.3cm thick Aluminum plate (see
Figure 11). The plate was designed to be mounted in chamber
windew #5 directly opposite the target surface. Electrical
cccnecticr tc the probes was made through the vacuum
bulkhead ENC connectors.
2. Ell Diode Detectors
Detectors used in these experiments were 050-EIN-75
double Diffused Silicon Photodiodes[ 32 ] with a depletion
depth of "J5 microns, a dead layer equivalent to 0.4±0.2
2
micrens cf silicon, and an entrance window cf 50mm .
The EIH photodiode is the most common depletion-layer
photodetectcr because the depletion region thickness (the
intrinsic lajer) can be tailored to optimize the sensitivity
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range, the frequency response, and the efficiency (see
Figure 12). Ibis type of diode is made by lowerinc the
doping in the epitaxial layer of the abrupt- junction diode.
It is well suited for use with pulsed plasma devices because
of its inherently fast rise time and high detection
sensitivity. The rise time is related to the square of the
depletion depth divided by the bias voltage and is
approximately 1.5nsec for a 75V bias[33]. Eecause the hole
collection time is longer than the electron collection time,
tte decay tine is approximately 3nsec. Combined rise time
of the diode, cables, and oscilloscope was apprcxiiately
2nsec.
Figure 13 shows tne energy levels of a reverse iiased
FIN diode and a schematic for a single channel of the
detector system. Absorption of x-ray photons in the
intrinsic region liberate electron-hole pairs which travel
in opposite directions and result in a charge output
prcpcrticnal to absorbed photon energy. The detector was
biased at -75V through a 10K chm resistor. Negative biasing
produces a positive output signal.
3. K-Idge Absorption Filters
Thin foil discs of Aluminum and Beryllium, 1.3 cm in
diameter, were used as filters for the absorption
measurements. Aluminum discs were cut from sheets of common
wrapping foil available in a variety of thicknesses
depending en the commercial brand. Single layers of these
2
foils ranged from 1.83 to 8.5Umg/cm in thickness. The
thinnest foil, not available commercially, was obtained from
the LINAC Laboratory at NPS. The Eerylliura foil was obtained
frcm two sources. I 5cm Be disc was cut, using a diamond
glass bore, into eight 1cm diameter discs which were then
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chemically etched by the method outlined in Appendix A to
2
thicknesses ranging from 8.9 to 46.6mg/cm . A set of
z
commercially idled Be foils 1.45mg/cm thick was purchased
ficm KBI[34j.
The fcil thicknesses were determined by weighing a
easured area of the material on a semi-micro analytical
balance and were accurate to 5%. All foils were visually
examined in a darkroom with a point scurce light to ensure
freedom ficii pinholes. Foils were discarded after ten shots
tc prevent a buildup of debris from altering the effective
area of the entrance window. This procedure limited the
nunber cf temperature readings which could te obtained with
the more scarce and much more expensive Eeryllium foil.
Table I lists seme of the foils used, their thicknesses, and
their approximate cutoff energies.
TAELE I




Be 5.80 21.0 600
Be 23.90 13.0 900
Ee 66.89 8.7 1450
Al 1 .83 25.5 500
Al 8.80 13.5 950
Al 17.08 11.0 1150
(cutoff values for kT=250eV)
4. Probe Monitoring
Signals from both probes were displayed simultaneously
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on a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope by delaying the signal from
probe #2 ty EOnsec using a combination delay box and delay
cable. Figure 14 shows the wiring of the probes from the
chamber to the oscilloscope. RG58A cable was used
throughout, ihe signal from probe #1 was relayed through its
bias network to the (+) input of a differential comparator
in the oscilloscope. Probe #2 signal was passed through a
36nsec delay cable, into a delay box set at 44nsec, through
its bias network, into an inverting transformer, and into
the (-) input cf the differential comparator. Both signals
entered tte oscilloscope through 50 ohm termination
resistances. Ihe oscilloscope was triggered ty a signal from
the K-D1 ptctcdicde being passed through a 332cm cable to
the oscilloscope time base input.
All temperature data were taken with a horizontal time
scale of 20nsec per division which allowed for estimates to
withir 2nsec. vertical, voltage scale adjustments were varied
between the uaximui attainable gain of 5V per division and
20aV per division. The lower limit was determined by the
ncise level at which the signal was no longer discernible
from background interference. Shielding of signal leads did
net reduce tie ncise level.
Attenuation cf the probe signal was attempted using
fceth an ordinary 2 it carbon resistor and a variable high
freguency attenuator. In each case the distortion cf the
pulse was severe. This development coupled with 'the noise
problem at high gain placed a limit on the thickest and
thinnest foils which could be used for temperature
measurements. The limits for Aluminum were 1.63 to
2 2
17.C8mg/cm and for Beryllium were 5.80 to 66.89mg/cm .
Delays cf the various signals to the oscilloscope are
given in Table II. The values were calculated based on the
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assumption ttat the speed of the signal in the cable is two
thirds that cf light in air, that the delay through a diode
is 1nsec, and that there is negligible delay at the target.
Delay Phase Probe #J Trigger
splitter to diode 68cm/2.3nsec 120cm/4nsec
delay in diode (PIN) 1nsec (K-D1) 1nsec
delay to scope 341cm/17. 1nsec 332cm/16 . 6ns€C
IOTAI DELAI 20.4nsec 20.7nsec
The delay tines (excluding delay through the diodes) were
verified to within 1nsec using a pulse reflection technigue
on a Tektrcnix 519 oscilloscope. Within the accuracy of
time base readings the signal from prcte #1 at the
oscilloscope
. %as assumed to coincide with triggering cf the
horizontal sweep.
5. Vacuum Photodiode
An i-ra5 vacuum photodiode (VPD) , theoretically capable
of less than 1nsec time resolution, was constructed
following tte rasic design outlined in reference 16.
Original irtect of construction was to produce a detector
capable cf supplementing the expensive PIN diodes. The
finished VPI, however, proved to be toe cumbersome to be
used in ccrjucction with existing detector arrangeaents.
This was primarily the result of continuous modifications
made necessary fcy lack of suitable materials and micro
manufacturing technigues.
Figure 15 shows the basic construction cf the diode and
electrical connections. The photocathede C was the
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gcld-coated inner surface of a 6cm long 1cm diameter brass
cylinder. Geld was chosen for stability and high
photoelectric efficiency. With a plasma located ce the
cylinder axis 10cm from the cathode midpoint, radiation
struck the cathode at angles of incidence between 87.6 and
65.9 degrees frcm normal. The anode A was a 0.6cm diameter
brass cylinder which was capacitively coupled tc ground
through a O.C5cm thick Teflon sheath around a 0.4cm diameter
grcunded brass rod G. The sheath and cylinder were swaged
into place around the ground potential red. The structure
was surrounded by a cylindrical stainless steel screen S
also at ground potential. A second independent ground screen
S surrounded the diode and its cables, and an outer screen
S acted as a housing and was at the potential of the vacuum
chamber, lie three screens were separated by cylindrical
layers of nylon insulation. The screen S isolated the diode
frcm electrcstatic disturbances due to the lasei plasma
since it was sealed off by the metal foil F. The aperture
and foil retaining mechanism were identical tc that
described in subsection 1. The signal was fed to a RG174
coaxial cable SIG with the ground screen cemmen to S and G.
x
2K? high vcltage was applied to the anode through a RG62
coaxial cable BV.
Signals were monitored 'in a manner similar tc that
described in subsection 4. Cables were adjusted so that
arrival cf the diode signal coincided with triggering cf the
oscillcsccpe . Considerable noise was encountered at vertical
gains cf mere than 500mV/cm. Screening of the signal cable
did net suppress the noise component.
Figure 16 shews the VPD pulse in relation to the laser
pulse. The pulse compares favorably with that in reference
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16 in its r€lation tc the laser pulse. The shape is seen to
fellow the shape of laser pulse as in reference 16 if the
noise component is ignored. Temperature data was not taken
with the VED because of its incapatibility with the smaller
FIN diodes.
E. EXEEBIKEN1S EEBEOBMED
1 . Plasma Temperature Measurements
The primary purpose of this study was tc determine the
temperature cf an electron laser produced Aluminum plasma
and to ascertain whether a suprathermal component existed
within the plasma. Data required for temperature
measurements was ottained by photographing probe signals
displayed on the Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope and submitting
the photographs to analytical measurements. A typical pair
of x-ray pulses and the corresponding laser power pulse are
shewn in Eigtre 17.
Batic measurements of the peak amplitudes of the probe
signals were required for temperature evaluation. The
procedure was to first use equal values of equivalent
Aluminum absorbing mass in both channels. Thirtv-five
signals 1 and V were recorded and the signal ratios V /V3
1 2 12
measured and averaged to give a mean value E and a root mean
sguare deviation ±4B. This gave a temperature independent
normalizing constant. To measure a temperature sensitive
ratio the absorber mass screening one channel was changed tc
a suitatle value and signals V 1 and V 1 were recorded. The3
I 2
recuired transmission ratio was then HIM/V- Eor each pair
1 2
of foils, ten ratios were recorded and averaged.
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A ccnputer program was written to plot curves of
theoretical transmission ratios for a particular pair of
fcils versus electron temperature. The program was given
data extracted from reference 7 which was then applied to a
Least Sguares polynomial evaluaticn to prcvide an eleventh
degree pclyncmial fit of the data points. The
experimentally obtained transmission ratio was read in and
applied tc the ordinate and the polynomial was evaluated on
an iterative basis until a corresponding ratic and
accompanying temperature were located. This process was
repeated for 8 Aluminum and 5 Beryllium foil pairs (see
Figures 16-30)
.
The ccmputer program also plotted isothermal curves of
relative Eremsstrahiung transmission versus foil thickness
fcr both Al and Be. The relative transmission was
normalized tc transmission through the thinnest Al acd Be
foil ratter than to transmission thrcugh zerc foil
thickness. These curves were used to determine whether or
net any suprathermai activity was present in the plasma (see
Figures 21-32). The computer program is outlined in
Appendix E.
Frequent null checks were made by placing a thick glass
plate ir frcnt of each probe. The plate wculd attenuate an
x-ray signal but wculd permit detection of light leaks in
the probe. The normalizing ratio B was measured after every
third fcil pair. Its dependence was primarily od the
gecmetrical relation between the two probes and the plasma
plume.
The phctcgraphs taken for temperature measurement were
also used tc determine the shape, the start time and the
ESiEJJ of the x-ray pulse, and they provided data fcr a plot
of temperature versus laser flux density shown in Figure 33.
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2. litre Resclved Temperature
A series cf photographs was taken with the horizontal
tine case expanded to 10ns in order to ottain pulse ratios
which cculd te related to time. Foils in probes #1 and #2
2
were 6.97 and 8.54mg/cm Al respectively. The time resolved
temperature is plotted in relation to the time resolved
laser pcher pulse in Figure 34.
3. Pressure Dependence
The dependence of x-ray intensity en the aabient
background pressure was determined by taking five shots at
each of 14 pressures ranging from 20 to 4000 micrens of
Nitrogen gas. The x-ray intensity of each shot was divided
by the energy fcr normalization and the five normalized
intensities were averaged. Aluminum foil of density
2
6.S7mg/ca was used as a filter. Figure 35 shows a plot cf




Teaperat ure/Maqnetic Field Correlation
Simultarecus temperature and spontaneous magnetic field
measurements were taken while focusing the laser at the same
spot for 25 successive shots. The twe prcbes were mcunted
vertically tc obtain the same view of the cavity which was
being fccred alcne -che axis of the laser team (30 degrees
frcm ncrnal) . The adhoc probe arrangement placed them at an
angle of 17 degrees frcm normal (or 13 degrees off the laser
axis) providing the best possible view of the cavity as it
was being created (see Figure 36) . A magnetic profce was in
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place against the target directly above the focal spct. Its
position did not obscure the path of x-rays to the probes.
A complete description of equipment laycut and data




V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
An experimental study was made of the plasma
temperature and related phenomena of a laser produced
Aluminum plasma. Electron temperatures derived frcm the
x-ray flux ratios measured by two detectors with various
combinations cf Aluminum-Aluminum and Beryllium-Eeryllium
absorpticc fcils are listed in Table III.
TABLE III
Foil Thicknesses Enerqy Teniperature
(mg/sqcm) (J) (eV)
Al 1.83/3.66 9.9(13.0) 148
Al 3.66/5.50 9.9(13.0) • 148
Al 3.66/4 .30 9.7(12.8) •136
Al 6. 97/8.54 10.0(13.1) 172
Al 8.80/10.37 9.7(12.8) 148
Al 1C. 37/13. 94 10.0(13.1) 181
Al 13.94/17.08 9.3(12.2) 185
Al 12.91/15.77 9.5(12.5) 178
Ee 5.80/8.96 9.8(12.9) 144
Ee 8.96/13.59 9.7(12.7) 162
Ee 15.30/23.90 10.0(13.2) 159
Ee 34.02/46.62 10.2(13.4) 180
E€ 46.62/66.89 9.0(11.8) 162
(the energy value in () is
discussed in section IV. B)
prior to the 24% reduction
It was found that the temperatures inferred frcir the
various letal foil combinations were generally the same to
within 110*. Evaluation of the thirteen different
teiperatures in Table III averages to 162±17e7 as the test
fit of the experimental absorption data to the transmissions
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expected for Aluainum Bremsstrahlung. The contours of
exp erimental data points in Figures 31 and 32 follow very
closely these of the theoretical continuum data, indicating
that the plasmas observed had equilibrium electron
distributions. A tendency of experimental points tc cross
the theoretical curves towards increasing temperature as
foil thickness increased would have been an indication of a
non-Maxwellian distribution within the plasma. This cccurs
because ratics cf absorber foil detectors indicate higher
temperatures fcr foils with higher cutoff energies when a
Maxwellian distribution is assumed. For the plasmas observed
it can thus re assumed that the x-ray spectral distribution
was nearly that cf a Bremsstrahlung continuum iE the
wavelength interval 5 to 30& with no significant line
contribution
.
Results cf temperature measurements confirm that
tenperatures determined by the two foil method are not
independent cf the foils used. A wider separation in cutoff
energies of the two foils produced higher electron
tea ceratures as is seen from the Al foil pairs (3.66/5.50)
and (3.66/4.30) in Table III. The foil pairs used
thrcughcLt the experiment, however, were considered to be
sufficiently close in cutoff separation that averaging of
temperatures obtained from the various pairs was
permissible. For cutoff separations of more than a few
Angstroms the temperatures would have tc be considered
unigue and reported as individual temperatures for different
electron grcups within the plasma.
Errors accumulated in ratio measurements were typically
5% in reading the oscilloscope photographs, 4% frcn the
relative sensitivity normalization of the twe detectors, 7%
in plotting transmission ratio curves, and 4X in measuring
the thickness cf the absorption foils. The net error in the





The x-ray pulse commenced at a point 24nsec after the
laser beam illuminated the target when the plasma became
optically thick (see Figure 17) . The pulse had a FWHM of
18nsec with a rise time of 10nsec. The peak of the x-ray
pulse and the peak of the laser power pulse both occurred at
50nsec after formation of the plasma. A time resolved
temperature study showed that the peak temperature occurred
approximately 4nsec after the peak of the laser pulse or
fUnsec after formation of the plasma.
Temperature values deduced from the ratio measurements
were used to plot the variation in electron temperature with
laser flux density (see Figure 33) . On the basis of these
data the exponent of the. power law relating temperature to
flux density was calculated to be 0.404. This value is
below the theoretical 4/9 steady state scaling relaticn to
an extent which is not quite compatable with estimated
temperature errors. The origin of the discrepency is
believed tc be a resultant of two basic factors. The first
is the United range of laser energy for which temperatures
could be recorded. This limitation would not allcw for
establishment of a definite trend in the temperature/flux
relationship, hence the data sample cculd perhaps be
considered too small to define a power law.
A seccnd, more subtle factor is that the x-ray
intensities being measured are effectively time and space
integrated by the detection system. The emission zone will
be spatially and temporally smaller for the harder x-rays
which are associated with regions of high temperature.
Because cf the different transmission characteristics cf the
twc abscrber foils the effective emission zone as seen by
the two diodes will have different volumes. The snaller
effective zcne corresponds to the foil which tracsmits
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predominantly harder x-rays. However, the detector signal
ratios are interpreted and adjusted on the assumption that
an equal emission volume is seen by each detectcr. The
difference in emission volumes leads to an over estimate of
the ratic cf emission coefficients and hence an under
estimate of temperature. The result would be a downward
shift in the slope of the temperature/flux density graph.
Preliminary background pressure measurements showed an
increase in x-ray intensity with increasing pressure frcm 10
microns up to about 300 microns with intensity per joule in
arbitrary units being related to pressure by a scaling
factor of 1/4. Beyond 300 microns the intensity dropped off
sharply (see Figure 35) . The increase in observed x-ray
intensity corresponds to a similar increase in the magnetic
field intensity, ever the same pressure range[26], where the
scaling between magnetic field and ambient plasma density is
about 1/3. The striking similarity between the two seemingly
independent experiments is not fully understood, although it
is ncted that absolute x-ray intensity can be related to
plasma density. The intensity measurements here cannot be
given absolute values.
X-ray intensity readings taken while a crater was being
bored into the target indicated that the temperature
remained cccstant over the 25 shot range of the experiment.
From the combined temperature/magnetic field measurements
taken as the crater developed, Williamson was able to
calculate a magnetic field strength which compared to within
20 31 with tie field that was simultaneously measured (see
reference 35)
.
The overall view of data gathered through x-ray
analysis would indicate that the plasmas observed were very




with laser flux densities of. 5x10 W/cm , since threshold
13 2
fcr suprathermal activity is greater than 10 tf/cm . The
electron ielccity distributions were Maxwellian with no
indications that ncn thermal components were present.
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VI UCOMMENDATIONS FOB FUBTHEB S 1DDY
The next obvicus step in improving the x-ray diagnostic
facility would be the absolute calibration of detectors with
an accurately known source. Once this is accomplished, a
Bess filter system could be constructed which would provide
the type cf spectral analysis tool being used in plasma
laboratories throughout the world. Absolute intensity
measurements would lead directly to very accurate
teaperature readings, and indirectly to a means of
determining plasaa densities and detecting suprathermal
electron groups.
There is a definite need to establish a capabilitj for
determining spatial energy resolution cf the plasma.
Present emission intensities are not sufficiently strong to
permit the use cf an ordinary pinhole camera, tut with
improved focusing cf the laser beam on the target this
problem cculd be overcome. There are, cf course, various
methods cf collimation which have proven effective in
gathering x-rays for spatial resolution. These would be
mere costly than a pinhole camera setup tut the results
would be immediate.
Mere research of a combined nature would be a definate
asset tc the NES Elasma Facility. Simultaneous magnetic
field, background pressure, and plasma temperature
measurements could provide correlation to data previously
accepted without corroboration. The very limited
collaboration on magnetic field/temperature measurements
proved tc te guite useful and contributed tc a broadening of
each field cf research with very little extra effort. More
extensive, tetter planned collaboration would most certainly
be cf benefit tc the students involved and tc the school.
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The vacuum phctodiode constructed as part of this study
can be made to work effectively with a little more
engineering refinement. It would be extremely beneficial to
continue the study of high resolution detectors such as this
since they will be a vitally important diagnostic tocl as




The procedure used to etch the Berylliun foil was based
en a Den Chemical process [36] for chemical milling of Be
for removal cf machining damage. Techniques and solution
guantities were suitably scaled down to meet the limited
latcratory quantities required.
Apprcxinately one litre of Ecw Chemical Milling
Scluticn £ was prepared as fellows:
75C (±15) millilitres per litre of phosphcric acid (E EO )
3
(€5*)
71 (±2) grams per litre of chromic acid (CrC ) (99£
chromic trioxide)
20C (±5) aillilitres per litre of water (H 0) (distilled
cr deionized)
30 (±2) millilitres per litre of sulfuric acid (B SO )
(S5 to 98%)
The chrciic acid was not added to the solution until
imiediately pricr tc etching so that its strength would not
be deminished.
Dnder tte cover of a fume chamber, for each etching,
100ml of sclution A was poured into a watchglass acd the
fcil to re r€duced was immersed in the solution. Floatation
was caused ty bubble formation on the underside of the foil
necessitating frequent inverting of the foil using tweezers.
The scluticn and resulting fumes were extremely toxic.
Gloves, ccggles, and a respiratory mask were worn at all
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tines during the process.
The rate cf etching was measured with the aid of a
stopwatch and micrometer and determined to be 500 microns





The following computer code has been compiled to aid in
reduction of x-ray emission data which was obtained during
electron temperature measurements. It has been written
specifically fcr measurements using combinations of Aluminum
foils. A similar program with minor modification was used
to reduce data obtained with Beryllium foils.
The code is divided into two parts. Part A is designed
to plot the ratio of Bremsstrahlung radiation trarsnitted
through two Aluminum foils of different thicknesses versus
logarithm cf electron temperature. Data for this type of
plot was obtained frcm Figures 24 , 25, 27, and 28 of
reference 7 by selecting a desired foil thickness and
picking cff the Bremsstrahlung transmitted at temperatures
varying frca 100eV to 2KeV. Examples of similar computer
clots are shewn in Figures 28 and 29 of reference 6. Once
each curve has been plotted, an experimentally determined
transmission ratio for the particular pair cf foils being
examined is read into the program and a plasma electron
temperature is calculated.
Part E cf the code produces a plct of normalized
Bremsstrahlung transmission versus foil thickness for
various temperatures. These curves differ from these of
reference 9 in that they are normalized to transmission
through the thinnest foil rather than transmission through
zerc thickness.
Both parts cf the code make use cf the subroutines
LEAST and EV21 to fit data to a polynomial approximation.
Subroutine LEAST and the function EVAL calculate the least
sguares polynomial approximation to a set of data specified
by the matrix, X, of M nodes with corresponding function
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values and weights in the vectors F and W. The weights must
all be positive. The polynomial approximation is determined
in LEAST and evaluated in EVAI. On input EPS is the desired
weighted EMS error. The code increases the degree of fit in
an attempt tc Beet this error request. On return EPS is set
to the weighted EMS error of the fit. Because EPS is used
for both input and output it must be a variable io the
calling program. MAXDEG is the highest degree cf fit
allowed and oust be less than or equal to (M-1) . The actual
degree cf fit is returned in NDEG unless the code is forced
tc produce a fit HAXDEG by setting EPS negative on input.
The vectcr AEEAY specifies the orthogonal polynomial fit and
prcvides wcrking storage. The dimension cf ARRAY in the
calling program must be at least (2M+3MAXEEG) . The vectors
representirg 2, F, W, ARRAY, and R must be dimensioned in
the calling program.
Function EVAL evaluates the orthogonal pclynomial fit
confuted ty LEAST and specified by vector ARRAY. The fit of
degree N is evaluatd at the arguement Y. N must be less
than or egual tc NDEG as returned from LEAST. LEAST is
called only cnce fcr each fit, but EVAL is called once for
each argument at which a value of the fit is required.
MAXDEG must have the same value as in the call to LEAST.
Description cf arguments:
E the electron temperature of interest, read in as
cata
W a weighting factor required by subroutine LEAS1 (all
values set equal to 1)
X the matrix of transmission values fcr 14 foils at 10
temperatures, read in as data
IE the matrix of calculated transmissicc ratios
ELCG the uatural logarithm cf E
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BATIO the vector cf transmission ratios calculated bj EVAL
ELCGT the vector of the natural logarithm of temperatures
used by EVAL to calculate BATIO
AEEAY a working vector used by LEAST
TTE a dunmy vector used to held columns cf the matrix TB
fcr calculation by LEAST in part A
TIN natural logarithm of the normalized transmission
through the various foils
DUN a dunmy vector used to hold columns of ILK for
calculation by LEAST in part B
FCIL a vector of the various foils used (guantities are
in nilligrams per square centimeter)
FLCG natural logarithm of foil thickness
THICK the vectcr of the natural logarithm of foil
thicknesses used by EVAL to calculate BELTR
EEI1B the vectcr of normalized transmission ratios
calculated by EVAL
E1B the experimental transmission ratios read in as data
(cne ratio for each pair cf foils)
TEMP the electron temperature calculated from E1B for
each pair cf foils
a the number of temperatures used
N the number cf foils used
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*** JOB CCNTROL CARDS ***
//FCPT.SY5IN CD *
*** MAIN PROGRAM ***
CINEKSICN 5(10), W(16),WW(16), X<14,10),
1 TR(13,10), EL0G(12)t RATI0(500), ELGGT(500),
2 4RRAY(80), TTR(12), TLN(14.10), CTLNU5),




PEAl*8 P( 16 )/16*1.0/
RE*L*8 TITLE(12)

















REAC (5,100) (Ed), 1 = 1, N)
CC 1 I > 1,N
*EAC (5,101) (X(I,J),J=1,M)
1 CCNTINUE




ITE (12 ) = 1M = N-l
CC 2 I = 1,M
CC 2 J = 1,M
IF<(I.EQ.2).0R.(I.EC.4,.GR.U.EC.6).0R,
1 (I. EQ. 8). OR. (I. EC. 12) ) GO TO 2
TP(I ,J) = X( I,J)/X(I+1, J)
GC TO 3




(6,260) E(J), (TR(I,J),I = 1,M)
4 CCNTINUE







1 (I. EC. 8). OR. (I. EC. 12)) GO TO Ivj
REAC (5,102) TITLE
CC 6 J = 1,M







ELCG(12 ) = 12.0
NLM = P+2
MAXCEG = 11
CALL LEAST (NUM1 , ELCG ,TTR , W ,EPS ,I*AXCEG, NCEG ,ARRA.Y , R
)
ELCt^Td ) = 4.70
KCINT = 1
CC 8 J = 1,500
NLN2 = J
RATIO(J) = EVAL(ELGGT<Jl,MAXDEGtARRAY,MAXCEG)
IF (KCUNT.EC.2) GG TO 7
IF (RATIOC J).LE.ETR(I) ) TEMP(I) = EXP ( ELCGT ( J )
)
IF (TEMP(I).GT.O.O) KCUNT = 2
7 ELCGTU+1) = ELOGT(J) 0.01
IF (ELCGTU+1). GT. 7. 00) GO TC 9
£ CCNTINUE
9 CALL CRAWP (NUM2,ELCGT, RATIO, ITB,RTB)
10 CCNTINUE
44**** FART B
CC 12 J = 1,M
CC 11 I = 1,N
TLMI,J) = ALCG(X( I, J )/X(l, J))
11 CCNTINUE
V*ff IT6 (6,201) (TLMI,J) ,I=1,N)
12 CCNTINUE
REAC(5,102) (FGILd ) ,1=1, N)
CC 13 I = 1,N
FLCG(I) = ALCG(FCILd))
12 CCNTINUE
P E AC (5,103) TITLE
mcccur - l
ITE(l) = 1
CC 17 J = 1,4
MN2 = 1
CC 14 I = 1,N
IF( (I. EC. 3). OR. (I. EG. 5) ) GO TO 14
CTLN(NUM3) = TLN( I, J)
FLCG(NUN3) = FLOG(I)




CALL LEAST ( NUM3, FLOG ,DTLN , k
,
EPS ,NDEG2, NCEG , APR AY , R
TFICK(I) = 0.6
CC 151 = 1,500
RELTR(I ) = EVALlTHICKd ),MDEG2, ARRAY, MOEC-2)
ThICK(I+L) = THICK(I) + 0.01
I F(THICK(Id).GT.3.0) GC TO 16
15 CCNTINUE
16 IF(J.PQ.4) GO TO 18









1 (I.EQ.8).CR.(I.EC.12M GO TO 19
WRITE (6,203) NUM5, TENP(I)
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LEAST M,X,F,W, EPS, MAXCEG.NDEG, ARRAY ,R)













































icBLE(Wd) )*CBLE(X(I ) )*C6LE ( ARRAY ( 1 1L1 + I ) ) **2
)=SLM/RN1
CO
= l t M
) 0
' " 1
:OLi + I ) = ( X( I )-ARR/>Y<K))*
















CC 11 1=1, ?
R(I)=R(I)+CK*DBLE(APRAY(I1L1+I) )









CC 13 1*1, f*




*** FUNCTION EVAL ***







1 If (N.GT.l )GQ TO 2
EVAl = ARFAY(IC)+ARRAY( IC + 1 )
*
(Y-APR AY ( 1 ) )
PETLRN
2 CKF2=ARFAY(IC+N)
CKF1 = ARPAY(IC+N-1 ) + ( Y-APR AY (N I ) *CKP2
M2=N-2
]F(NL2.LT.1)G0 TO 4
CC 3 1*1, NL2
M1+M2-L
CK=ARRAY( IC+K)+(Y-ARRAY(K+1 ))*0KF1
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Example of emitted x-ray intensities from
a plasma as a function of cut-off energy,
E Q , for four Be and four Al foils ofdifferent thicknesses. The slope of the
dotted line which fits the experimental
points is between those for curves of
Te=500eV and Te=2keV. Laser energy is 20J




Laser target interaction zones: (1) laser light
absorption zone, (2) high density zone, (3) undis-
turbed solid, (F) electron density equals the
critical density, (S) shock front of the compres-






Graph for converting photon energies expressed in










Calculated features of the radiation spectrum
of a hydrogen plasma contaminated by 2%
oxygen kTe=170eV, = inllNo 10
,-3 Gaunt factor
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Graph for converting foil thicknesses expressed










Top view of x-ray probes in relation to
the laser pulse, target and the plasma.
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Two x-ray probes mounted on a 5 inch diameter,
1/2 inch thick Aluminum plate. Electrical con-
nections through the plate are made with vacuum
tight BNC connectors. The plate forms a vacuum




































a. PIN diode energy level diagram
b. Schematic diagram of the biasing
circuit for a single double diffused









A. CW alignment laser L.
B. Pockels cell M.
C. Polarizer N.
D. Nd oscillator P.
E. Beam expansion optics Q.
F. Nd amplifier R.
G. Beam splitter S.
H. K-Dl photodiode T.
J. MgO diffuser U.
K. Trigger diode v.
+3 diopter converging lens










X. Tek 7904 scope
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Schematic diagram of the Vacuum Photodiode
constructed at the NPS Plasma Facility: (S3)
screen at vacuum chamber potential, (S2) float-
ing screen, (S^) inner screen at ground potential
(C) cathode, (G) grounded core of the anode, (F)
absorption foil window, (P) plasma, (HV) high
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Vacuum Photodiode signal: (a) X-ray signal
passing through 1. 83mg/sqcm Aluminum foil
with a 10. 7 J laser pulse and Aluminum





Typical temperature data from x-ray probes
1 and 2: (a) X-ray signal of probe 1 through
Aluminum foil of thickness 3.66mg/sqcm
followed by a delayed signal from probe 2
through Aluminum foil of thickness 4.30mg/sqcm.
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